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—
WIN WELL TENNIS
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A BOUTIQUE LIFESTYLE TENNIS SHOP

—
SUMMARY
Dave Watts, former tennis competitor turned
instructor, established Win Well to create an
attitude-forward space that revived the golden-era
of tennis. Inspired by the same fortitude and grit
that attracted him to the sport as a youth, he
sought to evoke the spirit of competition, thus
‘making tennis cool again’.

THE PROBLEM

R E V I V E T HE
G OL DE N-ERA
OF T E NNIS
A ND S P IR IT OF
CO MP ETIT ION

—
TARGET MARKET
For Win Well, young athletes were the speciﬁcally targeted consumer
market. Speaking to the players of the sport allowed us to tailor a
strategy that blended form and function; emphasizing details the
tennis community could appreciate with elegant design.

CONCEPTUALIZATION
One major challenge was to create an identity that could ﬁt
within a pre-existing type solution, while simultaneously
being robust enough to stand alone. Attitude, energy, and
movement were themes drawn from in the development of
the mark.
Speciﬁcally, the path of a tennis ball during a match was studied.
Its movement was analyzed and then integrated into the concept.
(Reference

FIGURE 1.A )
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—
FINAL DRAFT
The creative process culminated with the
Win Well monogram. Designed to be a mark
that could live independently from the type
solution, it plays oﬀ the path of a ball
during game play while incorporating the
Win Well alliteration. An illustration of our
vision; bold like the pioneers of the sport;
and timeless in design, it can survive as a
recognizable branding tool for generations
to come.

THE SOLUTION

PRINT COLL ATERAL
FIGURE 2.A

BUSINESS CARD
The business card for Win Well was designed to encapsulate the identity’s vintage sensibility and indomitable grit. Rounded edges and 16 point silk card stock undermine
the business card cliche without appearing kitschy, while the incorporation of a score
sheet on the back adds vintage ﬂair.

(Reference FIGURE 2.A )

APPAREL DESIGN
To showcase Win Well’s rejuvenated identity, multiple t-shirt designs were conceived
that could be incorporated on men’s or
women’s apparel. Inspiration was drawn
from the same burning passion for the
game that motivates anyone with a true
competitive mindset.
FIGURE 2.B
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(Reference FIGURE 2.B, 2.C, 2.D)
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CUSTOM WALL ART
Several vintage tennis themed images were curated and produced in various sizes on
vinyl mounted to Ultra-Board. Featured prominently behind the cash register is a large
format vintage image of John McEnroe mid-volley stylized with a variation of the Win Well
type solution and monogram. This attitude-forward pop culture reference punctuates
the space with panache.

(Reference FIGURE 3.A)

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
In developing a viable design strategy, we immersed ourselves in the
culture of the sport. Referencing classic matches and vintage
instructional videos, we compiled inspirational themes that would
guide the process.

